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The first decade in the 20th century, the Qing government faced internal revolt 
and foreign invasion. In order to avert the crisis, the government initiated a reform 
which continued 10 years from politics, economy, military, culture and other fields. It 
was called as “the Reform in the Late Qing Dynasty”.The Reform was an imoprtant 
content of early modernization process in China. In the process of promoting all 
aspects of modern Chinese society with substantial change. As a viceroy in the late 
Qing dynasty, Li Xingrui complied with the historical trend and participated actively 
in the Reform. He made every endeavor and played a promoting role in the Reform. 
This article try to do a micro-case research from perspective of the relationship 
between Li Xingrui and the Reform, discuss that he implemented the initiative policy 
in Jiangxi, Fujian and other provinces. Not only certain the positive sense, but also 
pointed out the limitations of these measures. 
My article is composed of the following parts: 
First section is on Li Xingrui personal experience and background to participate 
in the Reform. By studying Lee’s personal experience, analysis his ideological change, 
discuss internal factors which he participated in the Reform. How he was promoted 
from a nobody to a viceroy? What kind of role his personal experiences, thoughts, 
quality, character and style played in the Reform? Investigate the political change 
after 1898’s Movement, observe what a role Li Xingrui play in the Reform. Discuss 
the external factors of he participating actively in the Reform. He steped into viceroy 
rank is the period of late Qing dynasty implementing the initiative policy. 
Participating in the Reform is adapt to the national policy. 
Second section is about what accomplishment Li Xingrui did in the Reform. 
Focusing on measures which Li Xingrui rectify the official, develop the industry, 
reform the military, organize the police, set up modern education ect, analysis the 
background and reasons of implementing these measures, and Li Xingrui’s awareness 
and actions for these measures. My article attempts to compare the effect of the 
Reform from the two aspects of the horizontal and vertical, that is the differences 















universality of the Qing government implementing the Reform. 
Third section is on the overall evaluation of Li Xingrui participating in the 
Reform. Who enlightened Li Xingrui to implement the Reform? His thought is blind 
imitation or somewhat original? How these measures had the impact? What positive 
meaning? and what limitations?The period of Li Xingrui implementing the Reform is 
the initial stage of the Qing government implementing the Reform. The rules and 
regulations is not perfect, the course of implementation had encountered many 
obstacles, some measures was not carried out, the practical effect of some measures 
greatly reduced. However, his achievements can not be ignored, and the promotion of 
modernizing Jiangxi, Fujian Province should be not obliterated also. 
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关于清末新政的总体研究，可以 20 世纪 90 年代为分界线，此前的研究主要
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